
 

Services in Android 
 

 

A service is part that runs inside the background to perform long-walking operations 

while not having to have interaction with the user and it works despite the fact that 

utility is destroyed. A service can basically take two states − 

 

 

 

Sr. No. State & Description 

1  

Began 

 

 A service is commenced whilst an application factor, inclusive of an 

pastime, starts offevolved it by way of calling startService(). once 

commenced, a provider can run inside the history indefinitely, even though 

the thing that commenced it is destroyed. 

2  

Bound 

 

  A service is a bound when an application aspect binds to it with the aid of 

calling bindService(). A certain provider offers a customer-server interface 

that lets in additives to have interaction with the service, ship requests, get 

results, or even accomplish that throughout strategies with interprocess 

verbal exchange (IPC) 

 

 

 

 

                                                                   Service Life Cycle 
 

 

 A service has life cycle callback methods that you may implement to monitor 

changes inside the provider's country and you may carry out paintings at the 

appropriate level. the subsequent diagram at the left indicates the lifestyles 

cycle whilst the service is created with startService() and the diagram at the 

right suggests the existence cycle whilst the provider is created with 

bindService(): 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

service life cycle diagram: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 To create an service, you create a Java elegance that extends the service base 

class or one in every of its present subclasses. The service base magnificence 

defines numerous callback techniques and the maximum vital are given under. 

You do not want to enforce all of the callbacks strategies. however, it is vital 

that you apprehend each one and implement those that make sure your app 

behaves the manner users assume. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Callback & Description 
 

 onStartCommand():  The gadget calls this approach whilst any other thing, 

along with an interest, requests that the provider be commenced, by calling 

startService(). if you put in force this technique, it's miles your responsibility to 

forestall the carrier whilst its paintings is achieved, with the aid of calling 

stopSelf() or stopService() techniques. 

 

 OnBind(): The gadget calls this technique when every other issue wants to 

bind with the carrier by calling bindService(). if you implement this method, 

you must provide an interface that customers use to speak with the carrier, 

through returning an IBinder object. You must always implement this 

approach, but in case you do not need to allow binding, then you definately 

should return null.  

 

 onUnbind(): The gadget calls this approach whilst all clients have 

disconnected from a particular interface posted with the aid of the service.  

 

 OnRebind(): The gadget calls this technique when new customers have related 

to the service, after it had previously been notified that all had disconnected in 

its onUnbind(reason). 

 

 onCreate(): The gadget calls this approach while the provider is first created 

using onStartCommand() or onBind(). This name is required to carry out one-

time set-up. 

 

 OnDestroy():The system calls this approach while the carrier is not used and 

is being destroyed. Your provider should implement this to easy up any assets 

consisting of threads, registered listeners, receivers, etc. 

 

                              

 

Varieties of android Services 

 

 

    Services in Android are components which run within the historical past. They do 

no longer have any person interface. One utility can begin a provider and the Service 

can run within the background although this application is switched with a new 

application via the user. There are two styles of offerings namely- 



 

 Unbound service:   it is a form of service which runs in the history indefinitely, 

even though the activity which commenced this carrier ends. 

sure carrier. 

 

Bound Service: it's miles a type of Services which runs till the lifespan of the interest 

which commenced this service. 

 


